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Why?
• I feel that I have a contribution to 

make 

• There is an overlap between new AI-
problems and classic fairness 
questions/regulation 

• Calls for theoretical nuances, the 
relationship between norms and 
adaptive technologies
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AI Transparency and 
Consumer Trust 

• chatbots 
• AI regulation

Socio-legal robotics 
• norms and human-robot 

interaction, and care

Transparency and medical AI:  
• registry-based (AIR Lund) 
• in mammography (MASAI)

Governance of AI & ADM in the public 
sector  
• Vulnerability in the automated State 
• AI standards as governance mechanism
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Today: Four steps

1. Quick outlook: AI, ADM and its market structure 

2. AI and ADM problems 

3. An empirical study on AI in recruitment  

4. Sum: A wider ecology



PART I: Quick outlook 



Digitisation     

Networks and  
the internet

Datafication  
and platforms

AI & data- 
driven agency



From Chen et al., Nov 2023 ChatGPT’s One-year Anniversary: 
Are Open-Source Large Language Models Catching up?  

Large language model developers



1. Transparency is low in 
automated data-driven 
ecosystems 

2.“Code is law”: Platforms 
regulate /enable / govern 
their domain = power 

3. Scale and AI creates risk 
for unintended outcomes: 
unfair biases can be an issue

+

Digitisation     

Datafication  
and platforms

Some challenges

AI & data- 
driven agency



PART II: AI and ADM problems 



• Commercial facial 
recognition services were 
found to have poorer 
accuracy for women and 
dark skin 

Buolamwini & Gebru, 2018, “Gender shades”



Also for generative AI



Around release in April, 2022 



“Nurse”





“photo of a personal assistant”





“ceo”





“lawyer”



Do you see a 
pattern?



PART III: An empirical study on 
awareness



AI and risks for discrimination in work-life 

• WHY: Risks of discrimination may arise 
because the data on which AI systems are 
trained reflects historical and existing 
inequalities in the labour market. 

• My take:  

• Certain types of transparency needed 
for supervision; Awareness needed; 
Supervisory Agencies needs to build 
competence as well (like this).  

• Reinterpret existing law, understand new 
law.  

Swedish Equality Ombudsman



AI in recruitment
• Objective: explore to what extent and in what 

contexts employers use AI and ADM for worker 
recruitment 

• particularly risk awareness 

• transparency and accountability  

• Method: 110 completed questionnaires  

• Representatives from 10 of the 50 largest 
recruitment agencies in Sweden 

• Representatives from 100 Swedish companies 
with more than 100 employees 



Recruitment practices: ADM



Which tools do major employers use in their 
recruitment processes?  



Recruitment agencies   

Do you use AI 
systems or other 

tools to…? 
(multiple answers)



PART IV: A wider ecology



AI/ADM in recruitment: A wider ecology and low 
awareness
1. AI-models can be riddled with unfair bias: built on social structures as 

a socio-technical set of artefacts (cf. Larsson et al., 2023); Proprietary 
platforms are non-transparent; Dominant firms become infrastructure  

2. Low awareness: Direct question indicates low AI/ADM use; answers 
about tools and practices indicate high use in automation in decision 
support.  

3. AI is perceived as “in the near future”, the platforms’ AI tools are not 
perceived as AI. 

4. AI/ADM in recruitment is used in an “ecology” of subcontractors or 
external platform services. Implicates accountability and perceptions 
of what “we” do.  

5. The AI Act will ask for more; the Supervisory authorities should do more. 

Results

Reflection
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